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By DIANE DOCKERY KELLY
We have more than our share of
activities to be involved in durdur
ing these last few weeks of
school and the list of "things
“things to
do" is getting longer and longer.
do”
Here's another one to add to
Here’s
•_your list: "Education
Workshop"
“ Education Workshop”
' -—a must!
'’ April 22 through
throiigh 24 an eduedu
cation workshop is planned, and
its purpose is to gather students
and community people together,
to think through some cru
crucial issues when considering how
one should teach Christianly.
I ts title is “Obedience
"Obedience as Chris
ChrisIts
tian Teachers."
Teachers.” We will consider
topics such as the nature of
knowing, the role of the teacher
in guidance and authority, view
viewing discipline in a Christian way,
a Christian approach to learning
disabilities, the open classroom,
writing some units for curricu
curricu_lum in an open classroom, and
more.
To help with the workshop,
some new as well as some familifamili
ar faces will be on campus.
Former graduates who are now
teaching in some capacity will
share their experiences and ad
advice. Penny Nelson will be com
coming from Huntsville, and David
Creech, a learning disability
specialist from Smallwood at
Moccasin Bend will be speaking.

Other familiar faces will be
around to help as well.
The new faces for most will
be the keynote speakers, Mrs.
Deborah Marshall and Mrs. Jean
Olthius. They both
both have been
actively involved in
in· Immanuel
Christian School in Agincourt,
Ontario. Mrs. Marshall was the
Olthiformer principal, and Mrs. Olthi
us who has taught at Willowdale
Christian School in Toronto, is
truspresently on the board of
o f trus
tees at Immanuel and writes
curriculum for the Curriculum
Development Center. They will
have many useful and needed
underideas which will help us under
stand more fully how one teach
teaches.in
es in a Christian way.
The actual agenda for the
workshop is not finalized, but
hopefully we can utilize parts
of
o f Thursday and Friday and all
day on Saturday, so as to get
the most that we can out of
o f our
time together.
To cover some of
o f the costs
of the workshop there will be
a registration fee ooff $1.00
$ 1.00 for
Covenant students and $2.00 for
others
others.. .We hope that there will
be many types ooff people so that
as we think we will consider
the many sides of education that
there are.

Newo in brief
News

College Nurse Barb
Barb· Michal looks on as Ed Chapin teaches Adele
den Dulk how to check for a pulse, on patient Marty Peters. At his booth in the health fair, Mr. Chapin will demonstrate breathmg
breaching
and chest compression techniques with a mannequin.

Midsum
mer, but spring
Midsummer,
by CHARLES GALE

If there is a central theme
weaving together the disparate
strands _ ooff
"A
“A Midsummer
Night's Dream”
Dream" it is love mad
Night’s
madness. This type of love is illusory
and imaginative with no basis
reality-it
in reality—
it is a dream. CoveCove
nant's production ooff Shake
nant’s
Shakespeare's
speare’s play is necessary comic
relief from the various forms ooff
madness we experience every
everyday.
Sometime during the first
two acts the audience realizes
that this is no common comedy
-it
- i t is a comedy ooff style. This
This
unconventional style makes no
pretense ooff telling a true or
believable story. On the con
contrary, it aims to increase our
enjoyment by drawing attention
attention
to its own artificial and sym
symmetrical design.

recognize· three dis
disWe also recognize
tinct stories, each associated
with aa· different set ooff characcharac
ters. Because some ooff the lines
are in verse and the action is
restricted to a cramed stage
'MSND'
‘MSND’ is not "naturalistic".
“naturalistic” .
Only the imagination ooff the
audience can make the characcharac
ters and their actions credible.

ters is the craftsmen. Charlie
Jones is outstanding in the role
ooff · Nick Bottom. In Act Ill,
III,
Scene 1 Puck impishly metamorphosizes him into an ass
and causes Titania (Ruth
(R uth CampCamp
bell) to fall irrationally in love
with him. Reason and love keep
little company throughout the
dream.
The fairies are the last group
In Act 1, Scene 1 we are in
in- ooff characters we meet. They
troduced to the grand people are dainty ·nocturnes
nocturnes who obey
and the four lovers. Theseus, Titania in her quarrel against
Plulostra and Egeus Oberon (Gary Helrigel). The un
Hippolyta, Philostra
unare daylight characters; they expected result of the play is
take no part in the nocturnal
no'Cturnal the reconciliation ooff these two.
insanities of
o f the othe;·
other*.,. The
It is also good to prepare to
lovers are not so fortunatefortunate— dream. If the audience shares in
Puck (Pat Lancaster) pulls
mis the dream, "the
pulls· mis“the dreamer be
bechief out of
o f his bag ooff tricks.
~ comes the poet”
poet" and recog
recognizes the full impact ooff Shake
ShakeThe second set ooff charac
charac- speare's
speare’s play.
• In an announcement made on
April 5, the college administraadministra
tion revealed that the total cost
of attending Covenant during
the 1976-77 school year will be
an·
an increase of
o f only 6.5% over
the previous year.
Though there is an increase, it
is the smallest at Covenant in the
last few years, and is in contrast
to the trend of many private
colleges to raise charges by as
much as 12% in the coming year.
Many ooff these private schools
will exceed $4000 in total fees,
while Covenant's
Covenant’s costs will come
to only $3,770.
This evening and tomorrow
• Thi~
tomorrow
will, for the most part, bring the
current Covenant College Fine
Art Festival to a close.
During the first few days,
lectures, chapels, and workshops
have been led by speakers in
several areas of
o f the arts. Among
these have been Dr. Robert
Copeland of
o f Mid-America Nazarene College (music), Mr. Ron
Deford, graduate student
stud~nt at
Southern Illinois University and
Miss Katha Cale from Grand
· Rapids, Michigan, (drama), Mrs.
Luci Shaw of Wheaton, Illinois,
(poetry), and Robin Jensen, pro
professor ooff Art at Calvin College.
As well, art exhibits have been
on display in the library and in
the lobby ooff Carter Hall.

Besides the play, Saturday,
Monday and Tuesday will bring
Dr. R. J. Ream of Philadelphia
Montgomery Christian Acade
Academy,
m
y, who will be speaking on
topics concerning Christianity
and the arts.
• Wednesday ooff the current
week was the day of the release
ooff Philosophy Professor John
W. Sanderson's
Sanderson’s revised Fruit
o f the Spirit. The new edition
of
has four new chapters and has
a striking new red cover.

• The college will conduct a
Health Fair at the Lookout
Mountain campus on Thursday,
April 15 from 9 am to 5 pm.
This Health Fair, presented by
the Covenant Student Health
Service will offer free pulmonary
function tests, blood pressure
checks, examinations for oral
tumors,
tum
ors, etc.
There will be
various displays and demonstra
demonstrations represented by several
professional community agencies
and associations. Among those
represented will be the American
Cancer Society.
Heart,
speeck,
hearing,
Diabetes, and Red Cross agencies
and associations from Chatta
Chattanooga and Hamilton counties
will,also be represented.

OT
UPSH
UPSHOT
gospel truth?
The ga;pel
The opinions expressed on this
page may be the sole opinion ooff
the author's.
While engaging in a discussion
recently over the issue of racism
and inter-racial marriage, the
comment was made to me,
“Well, th
at’s your interpretation.
that's
"Well,
too."
I have my beliefs, to
o .”
interI had been arguing that inter
racial marriage in the church was
not condemned in Scripture. By
the remark quoted, I gather the
other person may have believed
particudifferently. It’s
It's not that particu
lar belief that irks me so much
(though it certainly irks me to
conthe limit!). Rather, I am con
apcerned with this particular ap
proach
pmach to that belief. The
approach reflected in the words,
a t’s your interpretation.
that's
". . th
too."
o .”
I have my beliefs to
I have my suspicions about
resuch a seemingly innocent re
mark, and intend to demonstrate
in the following article why I
am suspicious ooff it.
Now, at first · glance you
might think the comment to be
quite naive and innocent. After
all, what could be more obvious
than to recognize the fact that
we all do interpret the ScripScrip
ture from our own perspective?
“Well,
"Well, nothing is wrong with it
at all,”
all," I would reply, unless
ration“"recognizing"
recognizing” is merely a ration
one's
alization used to justify one’s
personal beliefs. (I encourage
you to read that statement
again and think about it.) This

is what I am suspicious of: that
a large majority of people who
recognize the problem ooff the private-perspective, actually use it
as an excuse to believe what
they want to believe, rather than
what the Bible actually teaches.
This is what I want to tear apart,
and analyze in this paper, for I
believe that it may just be the
root cause for many ooff the other
problems that we think are so
crucial.
One ooff the classical methods
for interpreting the Scriptures
has been that of “"inference,"
inference,”

>
r
that 1s,
is, making certain implicit
truths ooff Scripture explicit,
through the method of proper
deduction.
Recognizing that
<led uction.
reScripture hasn’t
hasn't necessarily re
thevealed either a systematic the
ology, Or
or exhaustive knowledge,
this has indeed been a fine way

To the editor:
propriety fair, comprehensive, and loving.
The debate over the propriety
ediof an editor's
editor’s apologizing for If it has those qualities, the edi
something which appears in his tor should go ahead and print
but not until then.
it-but
paper prompts me to suggest it—
—
Joel Belz
-Joel
that Christians have some special
responsibilities in journalism.
To the editor:
edi- To
Certainly the point of an edi
torial page is to prompt a variety A controversy has arisen over
Corporate
"The
ooff opinions on various subjects. my article “The
AcaBut to suggest that an editor Structure in Regard to Aca
has an obligation to permit demic Endeavor”
Endeavor" which I find
to be a matter of interpretainterpreta
anyone or everybody to say "to
anything that happens to be on tion on the part ooff the two
comhis mind is to misunderstand protesting
:,rotesting teachers whose com
made known
olaints have been ·made
freedom in its most wholesome plaints
to me. The objection voiced
sense.
quesChris- by the two professors in ques
I would suggest that a Chris
tian editor in particular will be tion is an alleged inaccuracy in
governed by a desire to have all my charge that the faculty had
responsible sides of an argument no authentic say in the decision
adequately presented, but he . to ban the Toronto speakers
will also be governed by the dede from the Covenant campus.
As I have said, I consider
sire to keep everyone from being
unnecessarily hurt. The everyone their objections to be a matter
includes the writer, the commu
misinterpretation , and 1I will
commu- of misinterpretation,
pt to demonstrate this
nity at large, and the people attem
attempt
o f ..all,
compreall, to compre
about whom items are written. reply. First of
The editor must also be jealous hend a statement one shouid
to protect his own forum, take it in its context; that is,
of
the journal itself, so that it · discover the unifying theme of
can continue to be trusted and discussion rather than isolate
reindividual statements. My re
respected.
In all these respects, I urge mark, when put in context,
you to review what the Shorter quite obviously is a reference
Catechism has to say about what to the party which took the
is required by, what is forbidden actual vote, and decided, with
canin, and what reasons are annexed only one dissenting vote, to can
to the ninth commandment, cel
eel the Toronto talks. This
“Thou
w it party is uncontestably the Board
"Thou shalt not bear false witness against your neighbor.”
neighbor." A of Trustees. And while it may be
deci
careful understanding of those true that a motive in that deciconcepts would make it diffi
diffi- sion was the contents of an RP,
justify any glib or facile CES report critical of Toronto
cult to justify
defense of
o f freedom of the press and authored by three faculty
members, this consideration
in a Christian journal.
In practical terms, I think an does not establish a causal
editor has a responsibility to relationship between the views
work through every controversi
controversi- of the faculty, or even a few
ques- members ooff the faculty, and the
al piece with the writer, ques
o f Toronto. The power
tioning whether what is said is banning of

to gain more knowledge.
However, I think there is an
inherent danger in this practice
that Christians need to become
aware of. What we often think
true. inferences from
are direct, true,
Scripture, may only be our own
preferences disguising themselves
as inferences. Our preferences,
therefore, twisting the Scripture
to our own private-perspective.
private-perspective.
inYou see, since we are born in
to a culture which gives us many
of our thoughts and ideas, and
places values and preferences on
certain ideas, it is to some dede
gree the
the· case that many ooff our
althoughts of what is true are al
ready
reacly led by subconscious
thoughts. These thoughts had
been introduced into our minds
at an age when we more caught
our beliefs than thought them
out. As such, these thoughts
may lead us to be biased and
haven't,
prefer ideas which we haven’t,
invalias of yet, validated or invali
falsidated as to their truth
truth or falsi
ty, respectively. Some examples
of this may be ideas such as:
patri“Americanism”
"Americanism" (with its patri
otic, capitalistic, humanistic,
“ religious” emphasis); "Racism"
“ Racism”
"religious"
(where
f,vhere all the good little boys
and girls go to church and are
taught about the "honkey"
“honkey”
indoesn't believe in in
Christ, who doesn’t
ter-racial marriage); “"ConservaConserva
tism”
tism" (which has a gospel still
dealing with such trite issues
as to whether we can do certain
conserthings). And, so, the conser
I'm
vatives w
on’t think that I’m
won't
picking on them, “Radicalism”
"Radicalism"

to ban Toronto, and the respon
responsibility for doing so, is quite
Board's. And so
obviously the Board’s.
my article acknowledged.
Furthermore, even the state
statement in question does not give
validity to objections raised,
even if taken in isolation. The
meaning ooff the sentence is pre
preserved, if not amplified, by a
rearrangement . of the word or
order. If we make “the
"the faculty had
deciabsolutely no say in the deci
sion”
“the faculty had
sion" to read "the
say," the
absolutely no decisive say,”
error of objecting interpretations
is made all the more obvious.
Being consulted as to one’s
one's
opinion on the m
atter hardly
matter
constitutes decisive say in the
issue. To make my statement
false, or “"libelous"
libelous” as one
person irresponsibly put it, what .
c onditions would have to be
.conditions
met? The only situation I can
envision that would falsify my
facmeaning would be: that the fac
ulty took a vote on the Toronto
matter, and that the decision
of that vote had been the basis
· for whether or not the speakers
came. Is
ls anyone willing to claim
that this was the case, for I can
see no other way that the
faculty could have had decisive
dccisiv::
say on the subject?
arti
Let me also say that my article was written with the intent
of analyzing the powerlessness
of those directly involved in the
academic process, and to suggest
student syndicalism as a possible
solution. It dealt not with the
integrity ooff any individual, but,
rather, with the structure and .
relationships which characterize
Covenant. I also sought to show
that these conditions existed
due, in part, to widely-held,
_nd, I believe, mistaken att1atti

reac(these be the folks, who in reac
tion to conservatism, go to the
Bible for a justification of a
Marxist, anarchist, or communis
communistic idea).
Now, seeing that we are in a
culture which has in many ways
preinfluenced us towards our pre
ferences, doesn’t
doesn't it follow that if
we’re not careful we .may end
we're
up twisting the Scriptures to fit
doesn't
a philosophy it either doesn’t
teach at all, or is only partially
Consequentsynonymous with? Consequent
posily, we may end up with a posi
tion which is blatantly unscriptural, (though masquerading as
"garbled
the truth) or with a “garbled
isn't really a
gospel”
gospel" which isn’t
proclamation of the true word
either.
No, the Christian must recogrecog
nize this potential in himself
and always confer with the Holy
Spirit to lead his thoughts into .
the truth
“radically”
( whether it "radically"
truth (whether
or “conservatively”
"conservatively" cuts across
his pre-conceptions or not). He
must defer to the mind of ScripScrip
Scripture, when the Spirit and Scrip
ture cut across his will in an act
"of
His attitude
'of conviction.
should be the following verses:
“Search
"Search me, 0 God, and
know my heart! Try me, and
know my thoughts! And see if
there be any wicked way in me,
ever
and lead me in the way everlasting! (Ps. 139:23,24)
“You
not follow your
"You shall not
culture (‘a
multitude') to do
('a multitude’)
evil.”
23: 2)
evil." (Ex. 23:2)
“Don’t be conformed to your
"Don't
transculture (the world), but be trans

formed by the renewing of your
mind.”
mind." (Rom. 12:2)
And finally, “It
"It is no longer
1, (with my own preferences),
I,
who live, but Christ (with his
preferences as revealed in ScripScrip
."
ture) who lives in me. . .”
(Gal. 2:20)
Concluding then, 1I think that
this is
i~ something that we as
Christians need to recognize in
ourselves and guard against this
tendency
tv,,dency to prefer and think
that we are inferring. What
provoked me to mention this
Christis the fact that so many Christ
possiians are unaware of this possi
bility in them. For example,
so many articles that I have
both
( on both
read in the Bagpipe (on
the radical and conservative
wheth
· side) lead me to wonder whether the persons preferences were
not leading his inferences. That
is, I question
ql}estion whether they
inmight not have “"vested
vested in
terests”—
manipulative motives,
terests" -manipulative
as it were. But, and with these
thoughts I’ll
I'll close the article,
alI don’t
don't believe the Bible al
lows itself to be taken captive
inby any “biblical
"biblical special in
Christerest”
terest" groups. Truly, Chris
especialtians can and should be especial
Bible's spespe
ly interested in the Bible’s
cific truth, and ordering their
lives around the same. However,
this is always to be distinguished
· from the individual who sets
preup a false god ooff his own pre
to
ferred ideas, and then tries to
force the Scriptures · to bow
down to it. That’s
That's idolatry.
-W
K
-WK

tudes as to what education and
what a college are.
As a consequence I1 was dis
disappointed with the reported
imcharge that I in any way im
plied that administration mem
members were indulging in personal
profit-seeking. The first charge
dealt with was, in my view,
extremely unjustified. But this
latter charge strikes me as even
more without basis, to the point

while longer I wish to address
the complaint that my article
was not Christian or compas
compassionate. Not only do I find no
grounds for such a charge, but I
wonder whether it might not be
more appropriately applied to
some of the seemingly bitter
bitter
reactions directed against my
article.
I would like to thank those
who defended my right to
express my
my· beliefs and those
who persevered through my
awkward phraseology with the
intention of
o f doing justice to
my _meaning. As a final note, I
would state that a motive in
my previous article was the hope
that some sort ooff authentic
authentic
dialogue might be stimulated
by the objections and sugges
suggestions I raised, and that such a
dialogue, involving the parties
concerned, might result in a
continual pursuit ooff an ethical
comand effective educational com
munity. Perhaps even substantial
change. I regret only that this
seems a very slight possibility at
this point.
—Gordon Simmons
-Gordon

LETTERS
RS
LETTE
of irresponsibility. There is no
such implication anywhere in
my article. What I criticized
was the adoption of
o f the corporcorpor
ate structure and the use of com
commercial techniques and primacy
ooff monetary considerations at
Covenant. These charges I fully
stand by.
Lastly, I wish to deal with a
more general criticism periodi
periodically voiced against critical anal
analysis on the part of students
dissenting against existing con
conditions. This general criticism
seeks to portray all dissent by
those "without
“without authority”
authority" as
“bitter
carpers" who violate
"bitter carpers”
ethics by raising their voices.
Such a complaint would be
too trivial for considerations
were it not for the widespread
ironiacceptance it receives in, ironi
cally enough, an institution
designed for educational pur
purposes. As if continual question
questioning and critical inquiry were
intrinsically and ethically opop
posed to learning! Again, I think
such statements result from
from a
grossly mistaken belief as to
what constitutes academic enen
deavor.
If I may impose upon .the
the
patience of my readers yet a
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BETTINC
DOWN
GETTING DIRK
makes
Practice
Practice makes
perfect:
perfect: on
student
teaching
ching
dent tea
stu
By LIZ KNOWLES
manipuname?" Once again, the careful manipu
what's
“Hey,
hat’s your name?”
"Hey, baby, w
lation ooff materials to make a
here?"
“You
"You a new student here?”
successful trip to the car is
in?"
“What
"What grade are you in?”
teachSuch are the remarks that undertaken. Now all five teach
daily face a student teacher in ers crowd silently in the car
ith posters, records,
with
a world ooff chewing gum, spit- along w
be- sacks of eggshell, construction
balls and kids. Living a life be
hamtween school days and college paper, guitars, and maybe a ham
life, the. student teacher exists ster or rat borrowed from the
in a world ooff many faces, some psychology lab. The long trip
encouraging, some hostile and down the mountain is taken
quietly while each thinks over
many menacing.
beA student teacher’s
teacher's day be the day to come and languishes
didn't take more time
gins early, long before the sun that they didn’t
to
write
out
today’s
today's lesson or
sky.
decides to brighten up the
ear lier, if last grade that pile ooff papers that
By 6:00
( or earlier,
6: 00 (or
night’s
night's lesson plans were left have been waiting for a week.
The first room to be entered
unfinished by a spur ooff the
at
the
student teacher’s
teacher's school is
or
Blink
the
moment visit to
teachers' lounge.
TV room), she rises to gather the ever-popular teachers’
1V
There,
with
ten
minutes before
variherself
together
along
with
vari
ous papers, audio-visual material the homeroom bell rings, are
profespen- the group of dedicated profes
. and a handful ooff pens and pen
cils {for
(for all those students who sional teachers, puffing away on
morning's last cigarette,
refuse to remember their pencils their morning’s
for class, in order to spend 30 gulping down coffee and cokes,
minutes ooff class time to walk all the time complaining about
some). She students, janitors, low pay, and a
to their locker to get some).
princi
evening's favorite lounge topic, the princishoves aside yesterday evening’s
student
blue jeans to pull out some pal. Now enters our student
acceptable style ooff adult, teach- teacher who has been instructed
ery dress. By the time 6:45 to find her model for teaching
arrives, she has figured out a here and follow diligently. The
stumethod by which to successfully teachers acknowledge the stu
teacher's presence with
(posters. dent teacher’s
carry all her material (posters,
conversatests, and sack lunch too!) nods and smiles, but conversa
down the four flights of stairs tion quiets a bit while the
young student teacher from
:)'Oung
to the dining room.
college" is in
"Christian college”
The lobby ooff Carter Hall that “Christian
room . She gladly escapes
still sleeps silently, save for the room.
una leftover from last night’s
night's lobby to her classroom and there un
frolicking (too tired to drag packs her teaching treasures for
day .
himself upstairs and left to sleep the day.
First period bell rings and
on a couch) or a diligent stu
studrag
dent sacrificing sleep to study thirty sleepy students begin dragfor a test. The student teacher ging to the room. Trying very
adult,
groggily stumbles into the dining much to look and sound adult
hall for that early breakfast she takes roll. She soon learns
·promised them by the cafeteria. that the usual time of five
Of course, cafeteria workers minutes for roll calling is much
have their problems too, and too short, for late comers make
throughpan- their presence known through
with eggs still cooking or pan
break- out the entire hour and the
cakes not yet on the pan, break
fast often consists ·ooff an odd paper work of those present and
to
assortment of
o f cold cereal and a absent must be attended to
that seems to be
{a procedure .that
poc- (a
carton ooff milk (sometimes poc
keted to save buying one for given much more attention by
tha"n that ooff teaching
lunch). But time would not teachers than
permit anything more extrava
extrava- itself.) But in the . midst of roll
00 books and absentee notices,
gant for breakfast, for 7:
7:00
ancomes too quickly with the · hall passes and intercom an
nouncements , the teacher finds
other student teachers impatient
impatient- nouncements,
car. a few valuable moments for
lv
Iv waiting outside in the car
teaching.
“Take
"Take out your books and
turn to page 41,”
41," she declares.
The students begin shuffling
about in their seats, finding
the correct book and turning
expages.
pages. A strange feeling of ex
hilaration fills our student teach
teacher. They are doing it! I am
teaching! They listen to me!
Unfulfilled · longings for power
and control could begin to
tem
pt the teacher, but she
tempt
discovers ·that
that the class’s
t
class's aattention has a very short life
re· span and power trips are re
placed by desperate attempts
attem pts
them .
to not be dominated by them.
As she launches into a wellpredeveloped lesson plan to pre

Hucklebe"y Finn, she is
sent Huckleberry
carried
.:arried on with the excitement
that now her class is with
AnThat's when An
her at last. That’s
thony in the middle row raises
his hand and innocently asks,
“Hey,
"Hey, did you watch the UCLA
game last night? Wow, it was
great!”
“What you talking about
great!" "What
man, that was nothing comcom
game!"
week's game!”
pared to last week’s
answers Michael from the other
side of the room. She slowly
sinks into depression while the
class turns into a civil war
there's
over basketball. Oh, well, there’s
always second pperiod
e rio d...
...
But second period brings
those eleventh grade girls, their
purses bulging with mirrors and
make-up, who spend the hour
slowly dabbing on lipstick and
brushing hair, even after pleas
to put all .such
such items away.
don't listen to adults
“Kids
"Kids just don’t
It's not the way it
anymore. It’s
used to
be," the student teacher
io be,”
hermutters, and then catches her
self as she realizes that she is
echoing the teacher lounge concon
versation.
So continues the day, with
whisbreaks here and there, and whis
tles while walking down the
hall, or offers ooff dates from
misthose bold seniors who mis
take her for a student. The
3:00 bell rings. She collapses
Sanin the car thinking over San
dra’s
dra's problems with reading
or the after school talk she had
with Robert. She looks forward
to an evening in the curriculum
center trying to find an even
better way to introduce H
uck
Huckleberry
lebe"y Finn to her class.
Covenant College with lobby
activities, music, and laughter
greets the bedraggled student
teacher. She heads immediately
for the stairs, but pauses as the
passes the Wittenburg Door.
Shaking her head as she reads,
she despairs at the energy spent
on such issues as cafeteria
squabbles, long debates on infralapsarianism versus supralapsarianism, or complaints about
a doctrinal error ooff a recent
heard
chapel speaker. She is ·heard
muttering as she climbs the
stairs, “There’s
"There's a real world
out there. . .what are you
people doing?”
doing?"
So when you come face
to face with out Covenant
student teachers, realize the
very unique people they are.
supIf they m
utter over their sup
mutter
library ,
per or fall asleep in the library,
be patient with them.
them . After all,
they’ve
they've got the tension of two
lives to live in two worlds. They
careare students, yet teachers;
teachers ; care
responfree college students, yet respon
sible
sib!e teachers. So if you run
readinto a well-dressed person'
person· read
ing Huckleberry Finn while
standing in the dinner line, and
staring out into .space from time
look.
to time with a despairing look,
please be understanding.
understanding. It's
just a student teacher.
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Scot's
Scot’s Temple victory
savored as
schedule toughens
By BARRY SMITH

Doubles winners Hoelzel, Kelly
by BUCK YOUNG
In
the
last
two
weeks,
Covenant’s tennis team has
Covenant's
played three matches, emerging
with one win and two losses.
The first of
o f these contests
"The
was a rain-aborted 5-2 setback
to a strong squad from Trevecca
Nazarene
College,
lowering
Covenant S.C.A.C. record to
three wins and one loss. Despite
this, though, the Scots did
manage to pick up two victories,
one in doubles by Tim Hoelzel
and Terry Kelly, and in singles
Lew Codington.
Covenant’s second rnatch
match was
Covenant's
against Tusculum, a · w-;kak
W3kak
group against whom the Scots

used a number of
o f seldom-seen,
but talented back-up men. The
tri
result was an effortless 6-3 tri•
umph for the Scots, led by a
sweep of the doubles action and
singles wins by Terry Kelly, Bill
Meffert, and Tim Hoelzel.
Finally, the Covenant net
men
netmen
met powerful Sewanee, an
NCAA team that fought by the
Scots 7-2. There were a couple
of
o f bright spots on the Covenant
courts, though, as both Chris
Lillie and
Lew Codington
worked their way for victories in
singles competition. The match
leaves our team with an overall
o f four wins, two defeats.
mark of

Behind the five-hit pitching of
ot
Craig Grismore, Covenant defeatdefeat
3-2ed rival Tennessee Temple 3-2on March 26. The Scots played
superb ball, committing no erer
rors in the seven inning game.
The.
The team was led offensively by
Mike Gay, with a double and a
single
single,, and Joe Harrell with two
singles. Also getting hits were
Randy Cobler, Roy Johnson,
Jay Stewart and Doug Swagerty,
each with singles.
The Scots scored their first
run in the first inning when, afaf
ter hitting a single, Joe Harrell
stole second. Bob Signorino
followed with a walk and then
Doug Swagerty singled to drive
in Harrell.
Covenant's
Covenant’s second run came
in the fourth inning with StewStew
art on third and Gay on first.
Gay broke for second, trying to
draw a balk on Temple pitcher
Danny Smith's
Smith’s motion. Smith
turned and threw the ball into
center field, allowing Stewart
to score.
The third ~un
run came in the
seventh inning. Gay led off
with a double, then took third
on a sacrifice bunt by .Harrell.
Harrell.
The next batter, Dave Nelson,
hit a sacrifice fly which allowed
Gay to score.
Temple's
Temple’s runs came on a
Hard
fourth inning home run by Harding, and Collard scored on a sin
single by Taylor in the seventh.

The second game of the on a single by Dave Nelson.
double header was postponed The second run came in the
because of rain and will be sixth. Nelson hit a triple, then
made up Friday of this week.
was driven in on a single by
On April 3 Covenant lost Bob Signorino. The third run
their fourth one run game of the came when Nelson hit a single,
season. Tennessee Wesleyan held then stole second in the eighth
off a five run ninth inning rally inning. On the next pitch
to defeat the Scots 9-8, at the Nelson stole .third
third and the throw
Dade County field. Over all
all,, the from the Wesleyan catcher went
Scots did not play as well as into left field allowing Nelson
they are capable of playing, to come home. The Scots'
Scots’ ·
committing four errors. HowHow ninth inning rally began with a
ever, the team did hit very well single by Randy Cobler
Cobler,, folfol
with Dave Nelson collecting a lowed by ·another
another single by Jay
triple and two singles, Mike Gay · Stewart. Then Barry Smith was
and Bob Signorino with two hit by a pitch to load the bases.
singles each, Doug Swagerty John Isaac was sent in to ·pinch
with a double, Randy Cobler, run for the slower Smith. The
Joe Harrell, Roy Johnson and Wesleyan pitcher then walked
Jay Stewart each getting a Mike Gay to bring in the first
first
single.
run of the rally. Dave Nelson
Craig Grismore started on followed with a sacrifice fly
the mound for the Scots but to drive in a run, leaving runners
had to be replaced in the·
the second on first and third. Gay stole
inning after being hit for five second on a wild pitch, after
runs .o
onn five hits. Mike Lathe which Bob Signorino hit a single
replaced Grismore and went driving in Isaac. Then Doug
over six innings, giving up Swagerty hit a double bringing
four runs·
runs on five hits, before in Gay and Signorino for the
being replaced by Mike Gay final runs of the inning.
in the eighth inning. Gay gave up
Covenant is now l"-5
1-5 over
no hits with two walks and all, with an SCAC record of
two strike outs. Grismore gave 1-2. Besides the make-up game
up three walks and Lathe four with Temple the Scots will be
walks with six strike outs.
playing Bryan at home in a
Covenant's
Covenant’s first run came in double header Saturday, St. Xa
Xathe third inning when Joe HarHar vier College at home on Monday,
rell reached on a fielder's
fielder’s choice, and Trevecca, away, in a double
stole second, and then scored header on Tuesday.

Temple b-ball
jinx continues
by BUCK YOUNG
During the past week, the men's
m en’s
intramural basketball champions
o f Covenant College and the
of
Covenant Intramural All-Stars
both clashed with their countercounter
parts from down the mountain
Temple—and both
at Tennessee Temple-and
times the Covenanters fell to dede
feat.

In the first game, played last
Thursday night in the Covenant
College gym, the intramural
b-ball champion Dudts took on a
o f first-rate roundballers
squad of
from Temple. And what a game
o f the
it was! Leading most of
way sometimes by as much as
Dudts’ lost key
ten points, the Dudts'
middleman and high scorer (26
points) Phil Dudt with almost
three minutes to go. From there
it was nip-and-tuck all the way.
The final few minutes saw a
o f crucial (and nervenumber of
frazzling) baskets exchanged
between the two teams, with
Temple knotting the score on a
30-foot shot at the buzzer. In
overtime, the wild dramatics
continued, and again Temple
managed to put in the final

con
basket, this time to win the contest 81-79.
The second contest was held
Tuesday night at Tennessee
Temple’s gymnasium, a game bebe
Temple's
tween the all-star team of both
intramural organizations, while
got additional bench
Temple ·got
strength from Assistant Coach
Lefty Glascock.
The aging
veteran, who used to sparkle
against Covenant in regular
inter-collegiate
competition
broke the conditions of
o f the
game by his participation in the
game.
Nonetheless, the man
broke the defense with sharp
passing and intimidated the ofof
fense with verbal challenges.
Final s::~:
score: ;::;:e.c;te2t:::
Temple, 83, Cove
nant, 78. · Despite the odds,
Covenant played an inspired
game, tying the score at one
point -69-69
69-69.. But, inspiration
was not quite enough, and the
Crusdaers edged to another un
uncertain victory.
For the
Covenant all-stars the leading
scorers were Phil Dudt (22),
Hig
Guy Porcella (18), LeRoy Higgins (14), Chip Struck ((12),
12), and
Jan Dudt (8).
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Baseball, 1976. Back row, left to right: Coach Walter Bowman,
John Isaac, Mike Lathe, Roy Johnson, Doug Swagerty, Jay Stewart,
Nelson; kneeling, left to right: Randy Cobler, Joe Harrell,
Dave l"'elson;
Tim Pappas, Barry Smith and Mike Gay.
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l11k1utl
Lockout! 1111~111
Baseball returns ta
to the Ch1-t1wn
Che-town

By BARRY
BARRY SMITH
SMITH
By
For the first time in eleven years
there will be professional base
baseball in Chattanooga. The New
Lookouts, a double-A minor
league team of the Oakland
A’s will be playing in Engel
A's
Stadium.
The team is called the New
Lookouts because up until 1965
another team ;7
In
there was an0ther

Look
Chattanooga called the Lookouts, associated at different
outs,'
with
teams from WashingWashing
times wi_
t h -teams
ton, Minnesota, and Philadelphia
The Lookouts are · in the
Southern League, and will be
playing teams from the Houston,
D etroit, Baltimore,
Chicago, Detroit,
A t
Kansas City, Minnesota, and Atlanta organizations.

There will be 13 home games
before the end of
o f the semester.
Admission . is only $1.50, so
when you're
you’re looking for somesome
thing to do in the evening,
remember the Lookouts.
For additional information
Chatta
call 267-5123 or write Chattanooga Lookouts, P.O. Box 506,
Chattanooga, Tennessee, 37401.

